The Pinnacle of Life –
Chapter 0676

Ange really wanted to lunge at Alex and beat him up. She wanted to break all of his limbs and rip his tongue
out as a warning for being such an ignorant fool.

However, it was inappropriate to fight in public before the battle.

The four princesses were responsible for serving the Colemans and protecting the family name as much as
possible.

If she were to fight him here, many would definitely spread rumours about the incident. In the end, all she
could do was watch them leave.

Ange stomped her foot. “Hmph, looks like he’s here to participate in the battle too. Very well then, I’ll make
sure you pay for your words tonight. I’ll let you know that insults against the Colemans are forbidden.

Anyone who dares must die!”

She decided that she would kill Alex instantly on the battle stage.

***

After walking around in the trading section, Alex didn’t find anything else special like the fan.

Waltz was confused as to why he bought it with so much money. Moreover, he even offended the Colemans
of Missouri just for it.

She said, “Alex, the Colemans of Missouri are very powerful with many skilled fighters in their family.
Thousand Miles Conglomerate has absolutely no chance against them. We would avoid them at all cost if we
ever bump into them! Your harsh words may bring you demise, you know? I’m worried that they might try
to harm you.”

Alex shook his head. “Even if I didn’t offend that woman a while ago, we’re already enemies to the
Colemans. Remember the Coleman family of California? They’re a branch family of the Colemans of
Missouri.”

Michelle widened her eyes. “Ah, so it’s that guy who ate..?”

Waltz and Michelle had no idea about this.

Alex opened the fan and inserted some of his spiritual power, fanning the two women.

Just then, the two felt extremely relaxed. It felt as if the heat was extinguished in just a few seconds.

“This…”

“Alex, is this fan some kind of treasure?”

Alex smiled mysteriously. “Let’s go someplace else. I’d like to show you something.”

The three headed towards the seaside at Eastward Island, where no one else was around.

Alex said, “This fan is a spiritual tool…Oh, you guys might not know what that is. Well, let’s just say it’s
something that’s more powerful than a mystical tool. Their attacks are terrifyingly strong and they even
include special martial arts training within them as well.”

Michelle loved watching fantasy movies so she immediately expressed her shock and excitement. “Alex, are
you talking about magic weapons? You know, those that could break the earth in half and control the entire
ocean?”

Alex smiled. “It’s not that powerful.”

He then flung the fan out to the sea. The red fan flew towards the surface, causing explosions in the sea
behind its trail.

Tens of water towers five to six meters tall bursted from the sea.

The fan then returned to Alex.

Waltz and Michelle’s eyes were wide opened, mouth agape.

“Alex, it’s… It’s that powerful?” Waltz was so shocked that she couldn’t close her mouth.

Alex shook his head. “This is just ten percent of its power. Also, this fan is a little damaged. Otherwise, I’m
not sure how much more powerful it could get. Here you go.”

Waltz blinked, confused. “You’re really giving it to me?”

Alex chuckled. “Yeah, I did say that a while ago. This thing isn’t suitable for me. Besides, it’d be good for
you if you keep it at your side too. I’ll teach you the techniques of using this fan after we get home. Oh right,
the fan’s name is Kira!”

Michelle was extremely envious of her.

However, she figured that this wasn’t out of the normal considering that the two had done the deed.

Alex turned to Michelle. “Michelle, your training is mainly fire-based, so it’s not compatible with this fan.
I’ll be sure to give something good to you once I find it.”

Michelle nodded profusely.

***

8 PM. struck and the SCBA Battles had officially started.

